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INTRODUCTION 

India‟s year of autonomy, yet we need a scheme that reserves seat segments of society. It 

properly narrates the story of something wrong with this nation and its educational and jobs 

delivery framework. In simple language, reservation refers to an act of withholding, reserving or 

retaining some of the seats for elevating socially and educationally backward sections, classes or 

groups of people and living standards1. In a legal sense, reservation in Indian law is a form of 

affirmative action whereby a percentage of seats are reserved for social and educational 

backwardness in public sector units, union and state civil services, union and state departments, 

and in all public and private educational institutions, except in religious or linguistic minority 

educational institutions2. India‟s reservation came in to tackle a context, similar to the caste 

system itself. The caste system was meant to be an employment division, and it took a hideous 

turn over the ages. Class intermingling had been restricted, leading to untouchability and other 

social evils and creating an oppressive animosity environment. There is no denying that caste, 

creed and religious-based social discrimination continue to be one of human society‟s most 

inhuman and evil methods. 3 Reservation has significant social, economic and political 

consequences for a nation with scarcity and restricted government resources, despite being one 

of the world‟s largest democracies4. There has been seething discontent among the communities 

since the day caste-based reservations were introduced in India, which may have risen over the 

previous few decades owing to the expansion of reservation policy, which now involves 

backward classes as well 5 . Despite continuing reservations for more than six decades, 

discrimination against Dalit‟s continues to be part of daily life. A 2006 book by Ghanshyam Shah 

and co-authors “Untouchability in Rural India”6 indicates that significant improvements have 

been made in latest decades, but definitely not equal treatment has been attained. Indian 

reservation policy needs to be revised, refined and improved depending on its dynamic 

                                                           
1 Aparna Ramamoorthy, Reservation: Under Article 15 & 16 of the Constitution (2017), Legal Bites, 
https://www.legalbites.in/law-notes-constitution-reservation/#_ftn2. 
2 Ibid. 
3Sujatha, It is Time for Caste-based Reservation to Go, My India, August 16, 2017, https://www.mapsofindia.com/my-
india/india/it-is-time-for-caste-based-reservation-to-go  
4 Nidhi Khurana, The Way Forward for Caste-Based Reservations in India. TheWire, April 24,2017, 
https://thewire.in/caste/caste-based-reservations-india-way-forward 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ghanshyam Shah, Untouchability in Rural India, Sage India; 1st Ed (2006). 
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needs.7The relevant question that remains to be considered is that the reservation policy, which 

has been ongoing for more than six decades now and has been expanding, has served the 

purpose of elevating the socially and educationally backward sections of society or has given rise 

to other forms of social evils, including class animosity and further oppression of the reserved 

classes.   

REASON ATTRIBUTABLE 

The main reason for the inclusion of the reservation system in the Indian Constitution is that the 

framers of the Constitution believed that the SCs and the STs were historically oppressed and 

denied respect and equal opportunities in Indian society because of the deeply rooted caste 

system, and that this was the reason for their under-representation in nation-building activities 

and their uplifting8. Representation of the backward communities in the Indian politics and the 

mainstream would have been a society and therefore provisions were made pursuant to Article 

15 and Article 16 of the Indian Constitution in order to allow reservation policy for them. These 

communities formed an enormous part of culture and it would not have made sufficient sense to 

exclude them from the legislature and make this nation law. The social structure widely known as 

the caste system in the Indian subcontinent has origins that can be traced back thousands of 

years9. The Varna system is the wide superstructure of traditional Hindu social order. The Aryan 

people already had a social structure with three hierarchal social groups when they conquered the 

indigenous Dasa peoples: the Brahmins (priests), the Kshatriyas (warriors and aristocrats) and 

the Vaisyas (merchants and others). A fourth varna, the Shudras (farmers, workers, and servants) 

arose at some stage after the conquest 10 . The groups that came to be called as Dalits 

(untouchables) were absent from the classification and were completely excluded from the varna 

system and thus excluded from much of Indian village life. The caste system that was generally 

perceived as a symbol of the Hindu religion and thus, ratified by its composition. But it has been 

absorbed in other religions such as Islam, Buddhism and Jainism, and other supposedly anti-

caste religions over the years11. The Indian society has therefore been discriminating against a 

certain sect of individuals from the very roots of its origins, which are of “low” birth, as they 

regarded. In Indian society and culture, this established a pertinent reservation to save these 

                                                           
7Supra 4. 
8Supra 1. 
9G.S. Ghurye, Caste and Race in India. Sage Publications India Private Limited; 5th Ed, 2016 
10Pramit Chaudhuri, The Hindu Equilibrium: Volume I: Cultural Stability and Economic Stagnation-India c. 1500 BC-AD 
1980, The Economic Journal, Volume 100, Issue 403, 1 December 1990, Pages 1348–1350 
11Andre´ Be´teille, The Backward Classes in Contemporary India, Oxford University Press, 2nd Edition, 1992 
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persecuted groups from other oppression and encourage their growth and education. At least 

that‟s the reason reservation in India came up with12.  

MERITS 

Following Bill 104, views are clearly divided between those who think that reservations are 

nothing but a political gimmick that should be opposed at all costs, and those who say the move 

will truly help to raise backward class status. If it is true, why could the state of Kerala provide 

the Scheduled Caste community with a president and a chief justice of the Supreme Court? Why 

is Kerala different from others in the literacy scenario in India? Kerala is where the first Dalit 

School was founded in Kerala district of Vanganoor in Trivandrum. Shri. Ayyankali in 1904 

began the fight to enter the college that led to this. Another significant social development was 

due to the proclamation of the entrance of the Temple by his Highness Shri Chitira Thirunal 

Balarama Varmain in 1936. He removed the prohibition on low caste individuals or “avarnas” 

from entering the Hindu temple in Travancore state (now part of Kerala).   

DEMIRTS 

Demerits are that politicians produce fertile ground for sowing, nurturing and harvesting 

separatism evils, keeping individuals divided on religious basis. The Minister for Human 

Resource Development, who moved the Bill 104, was unable to hide his joy in responding to the 

BJP as to why minority institutions cannot be included. “Minority rights, as laid down in Article 

30, should be shielded under all conditions. There is a wonderful historical necessity in this 

article. It cannot therefore be deleted” he said. Throughout India, minorities operate a few 

extremely committed organizations that help the poor and bring social justice, but most of them 

are machines that make profit. The cry for inclusion of minority organizations is loudly raised 

because the private institutions are better managed than the organizations owned by the 

government. But when we look at the statistics of minority organizations, the organizations 

owned by the leadership of SC/ST are negligibly low and those owned by minority groups are 

more linguistically. Then who‟s got the biggest chunk? Do these minority organizations really 

protect minority rights? Do they uphold the noble reservation cause?13 

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN USA 

The affirmative action strategies in the U.S. are racially delicate and have led to minority growth 

and extended to females as compared to India. Some of them were even withdrawn because they 

                                                           
12Supra 2 
13S. Yesu Suresh Raj &  P. Gokulraja, An Analysis of Reservation System in India, International Journal of Research, 
Volume 2, Issue 10, Oct 2015, Available at :-  http://internationaljournalofresearch.org 
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were criticized for leading to extreme biasness towards minorities and females14. The affirmative 

action in the United States is primarily aimed at achieving targeted objectives and not providing 

the particular quotas with a blanket reservation15. In his executive order no. 10925, John F. 

Kennedy used the phrase “affirmative action” for the first time, which directed “all government 

agencies to go beyond passive non-discrimination to take affirmative action so as not to 

discriminate in hiring”. 16  Within any federally aided program, the 1964 Civil Rights Act 17 

mandated non-discrimination by race/ethnicity18. 1925‟s executive order was amended by the 

1965 executive order requiring affirmative action in recruitment and outreach procedures19. In its 

landmark decision, California v. Bakke20 1978, the United States Supreme Court ruled that it was 

constitutional to consider race/ ethnicity in university admissions21. The U.S. Court of Appeals 

for the 5th Circuit decided in Hopwood v. Texas 22  against affirmative action in university 

admissions23. As of now, Gratz v. Bollinger24, 2003, has proclaimed the racial or gender quotas for 

college admissions unconstitutional25. The primary goal of the U.S. affirmative action system is to 

fight racism and discrimination in American Society in general. Such action is argued to diversify 

homogenous institutions and workplaces. In comparison, there is sufficient criticism of the U.S. 

affirmative action, as opponents reportedly call it “reverse discrimination”26. The blacks, females 

and any other planned beneficiaries are said to be psychologically deleterious. However, the 

Critical Race Theory which claims that the “affirmative action” programs are not unlawful or 

unfair but rather slow-paced and ineffective has declared another line of criticism27. The first line 

of criticism has been developed as a matter of discussion and has not been fundamentally 

resolved, but the second line of criticism can assist us reach a conclusion and adopt better 

techniques.   

 

                                                           
14 Michele S. Moses, Moral and Instrumental Rationales for Affirmative Action in Five National Contexts, 39 American 
Educational Research Association 211-228 (2010) 
15 Tomiko Brown-Nagin, Elites, Social Movements, and the Law: The Case of Affirmative Action, 105 Colum. L. Rev. 
(2005). 
16 Ibid. 
17 Pub.L. 88–352, 78 Stat. 241, ent July 2, 1964 
18 The Civil Rights Act of 1964. 
19 Executive Order 10925. 
20 438 U.S. 265 
21 California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978). 
22 861 F. Supp. 551 (W.D. Tex. 1994) Abrogated by Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003) 
23 Hopwood v. Texas, 78 F.3d 932 (5th Cir. 1996). 
24 539 U.S. 244 
25 Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244 (2003). 
26 Christine Reyna, Amanda Tucker, William Korfmacher, P. J. Henry, Searching for Common Ground between Supporters 
and Opponents of Affirmative Action Political Psychology, 26Symposium: Race and Politics 667-682 (2005). 
27 Ibid. 

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00H8uHKg4hNJ9KVcq7VMiyPBKWqeg:1597570543063&q=Grutter+v.+Bollinger&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVuLUz9U3MEwxLC9exCriXlRaUpJapFCmp-CUn5OTmZeeWgQAmASGxSQAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwii8OOFtp_rAhW6zDgGHctvAC0QmxMoATAYegQICRAD
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00H8uHKg4hNJ9KVcq7VMiyPBKWqeg:1597570543063&q=U.S.&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVuLUz9U3sEw2LzdYxMoSqhesBwDLbL-eFAAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwii8OOFtp_rAhW6zDgGHctvAC0QmxMoAjAYegQICRAE
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ARGUMENTS OFFERED BY SUPPORTERS 

Some of the arguments that are offered by the supporters of the reservation system are:-  

a) Reservations in India are a political necessity. 

b) While reservation system undermine the quality of education, affirmative section has 

helped many, if not at all, under privileged and/or underrepresented groups to develop 

and occupy top positions in major sectors around the world. 

c) While reservation systems undermine quality, they are required to provide social justice 

to the most marginalized and underprivileged which is their human right. 

d) Without equality, meritocracy is irrelevant. First all people must be brought to the same 

level, regardless of merit, whether it raises a section or decelerates another. 

e) Reservations have slowed the process of becoming “more wealthy and poorer in the 

future”.28 

ARGUMENTS OFFERED BY ANTI-RESERVATIONISTS 

On the other hand, there are also arguments presented by the anti-reservationists are:- 

a. Intellectuals and philanthropists agree that India will be divided by reservations. 

Reservation is similar to internal partitioning because it also builds walls against inter-

caste and inter-faith marriages in addition to being a form of ethnic discrimination. A 

large majority of voters discriminate against a newly formed minority. 

b. Reservations are meritocracy‟s sworn enemy. By offering reservations through relaxed 

entry criteria, we fuel moderate credential inflation as opposed to promoting a merit-

based education system, which is the foundation of many progressive countries. 

Meritocracy should not be polluted by injecting relaxation of entry barriers, but should 

be encouraged by offering financial support to the underprivileged, though only 

deserving candidates. Today because of their conservation of merit, the NTs and IIMs 

hold high esteem in the worldwide situation. 

c. Caste Based Reservation only perpetuates the concept of caste in culture, rather than 

weakening it as a social consideration factor as envisaged in the constitution. Reservation 

is an instrument for achieving tight political ends. 

d. Affirmative Action can be given at more extensive level, taking into account multiple 

exclusion variables such as caste, economic conditions, gender, kind of education 

                                                           
28Supra 12 
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received etc. A comprehensive Affirmative Action system would be more useful to 

address social justice issues than reservations. 

e. Quotas allocation is a type of discrimination that runs contrary to the right of equality. 

f. In “pro-reservation camp”, there is huge confusion. While demanding 33% reservation 

for females in parliament and national legislature (and not accepting caste quotas as a 

part of woman‟s quotas), they do not want unique consideration for women in higher 

education quotas. This is implicit acceptance of the reality that at job in community there 

are numerous factors of exclusion and discrimination. 

g. There has never been an extensive social or political audit of the reservation policy. 

Before increasing the reservation to more organizations, it is necessary to correctly 

examine the entire policy and to assess its advantages over a period of almost 60 years.  

h. Poor people in “forward castes” have no social or economic advantage over backward 

caste rich individuals.  

i. It will assist to define true needy individuals by combining variables such as wealth, 

income and occupation. Most often, most seats reserved for “backward” castes are used 

only by economically sound individuals, making the goal a complete failure. 

j. There is fear that once reservation is implemented, it will never be withdrawn even if 

there is evidence of backward class upliftment owing to political problems. For instance, 

in Tamil Nadu, forward castes were able to obtain only 3% of total seats (and 9% in 

open competition) in undergraduate professional schools compared to their 13% 

population.  

k. Many quote the report from the Mandal Commission while promoting the reservations 

concept. According to the Mandal Commission, 52% of the Indians belong to the OBC 

category, while this figure is only 36% (32% excluding Muslim OBCs) according to the 

National Sample Survey 1999-2000. 

l. This government policy has already led the brain drain to rise and may further aggravate 

it. Undergraduates and graduates will begin going to higher education in international 

universities.29 

HISTORY OF RESERVATION & ITS CONTINUED EXISTENCE 

Article 334 was titled „Reservation of seats and special representation to cease after twenty years‟ 

in the Constitution of 26 November 1949, which meant that the reservation of SC/STs in Lok 

Sabha and in the State Legislative Assemblies was not supposed to be effective after 1970. 

                                                           
29 Puja Mondal, Reservation System in India: Concept, Arguments and Conclusions, YourArticlelibrary, 
http://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/essay/reservation-system-in-india-concept-arguments-and-conclusions/24973 
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However Article 334 was revised in 1970, pursuant to the 23rd Constitutional Amendment, and 

the reservation for SC/ST and the appointment of Anglo-Indian representatives to Parliament 

and State Assemblies for another 10 years, that is to say until 1980. Basically the objective was set 

for twenty years when India‟s constitution was written to bring about a reform among SC/STs. 

Nevertheless, the absence of accountability among politicians and the development of voting-

bank policies led in another ten year expansion of the timeline.30 Article 334 of the Constitution 

was amended again on January 25, 1980 to extend the reservation for another ten years (up to 

1990). It has been repeatedly revised further and the time line for the reservation has been 

continued to be pushed forward. What continues to be a subject of interest is that even after 

prolonged reservation periods, the condition of the SC/STs does not seem to be that favorable. 

In an interview, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar‟s grandson, Prakash Ambedkar said,  

“Legislation doesn’t change people. That’s why B.R. Ambedkar didn’t believe that reservation of 

constituencies or jobs for Dalits would change the way Indian society looked at its lower castes. He reluctantly 

agreed to reservation in the belief that it would be discontinued 10 years after the adoption of the Constitution. But 

half a century later, reservation remains an issue in India.”  

In Indian politics, the practice of reservation had to be continued in order to represent the Dalit 

groups in the society‟s mainstream. Having said that it is also important to realize that if the 

reservation that if the reservation had stopped as early as in the 1960s in Indian politics, the 

scenario for the Dalits would have remained mainly the same because the Dalit leaders stay a 

puppet in the hands of more strong parties such as Congress and BJP.31 Reservation has also 

become an instrument used by politicians to influence votes for them. Using the rhetoric of 

representation and welfare through reservation, politicians have tricked this country‟s people 

with their lofty commitments for a long time. There was also a high danger of violence because 

India‟s Dalit youth had been oppressed for decades and once acknowledged their right and the 

real significance of representation in society‟s mainstream, removing it from these societies 

would have resulted in widespread violence.32 

PRESENT STATUS 

After once launching the reservation clause, it was linked to voting banks politics and regularly 

expanded this period by the following governments and the Indian Parliament without any free 

and fair revisions. Reservations for other sections were also adopted later. The Supreme Court‟s 

                                                           
30 Mohammed Abubakr, Article 334: Reservation of Seats & Special Representation to Cease After Twenty Years, Blog, 
Nov10, 2010, https://mohdabubakr.wordpress.com/2010/11/10/article-334-reservation-of-seats-and-special-
representation-to-cease-after-twenty-years/ 
31Manu Joseph, What is Reservations had Come to an End in 1960?, Outlook, Aug 23, 2004.   
32 Ibid 
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ruling that reservations cannot exceed 50% (which it considered would violate the Constitution‟s 

guaranty to equal access) has placed a limit on reservation. India‟s central government reserves 

27% of higher education, and further reservations may be made by individual countries. 

Reservation is at 50% in most countries, but some Indian states like Rajasthan have suggested a 

reservation of 68% which involves a reservation of 14% for forward castes in services and 

education.33 

STANCE OF INDIAN LEGISLATURE & JUDICIARY 

Article 15 of the Constitution relates to the prohibition of discrimination on basis of religion, 

caste, sex, place of birth or any of them. Discrimination on any such basis is forbidden for the 

State. In addition, the same article says: 

“Nothing in this article or in clause (2) of Article 29 shall prevent the State from making any special 

provision for the advancement of any socially and educationally backward classes of citizens or for the Scheduled 

Castes and Scheduled Tribes.” 

“Nothing in this Article or in sub-clause (g) of clause (1) of article 19 shall prevent the state from making 

any special provision, by law, for the advancement of any socially and educationally backward classes of citizens or 

for the scheduled castes or scheduled tribes in so far as such special provisions relate to their admission to 

educational institutions including private educational institutions, whether aided or unaided by the State, other 

than the minority educational institutions referred to in clause (1) of article 30.” 

Article 14 incorporates before the law, the general principle of equity. Article 15 prohibits the 

particular application of the same principle. Article 15 concretizes and extends the scope of 

Article 14. It prevents certain classifications even though they may be justified in accordance 

with Article 14 and expressly requests that certain classifications be made within the scope of 

Article 14.34 Although Article 15(1) would have introduced favorable measures for backwards 

sects of society, since it prevents state from discriminating against citizens solely on the basis of 

religion, caste, sex, gender and place of birth or any of them, its interpretation has been such that 

it ensures the rights, privileges and immunities of those concerned. 35  The problem of 

reservations has a lengthy legal history attached to it. In brief, the significant cases are explored 

here. In the case of Nain Sukh Das v. State of U.P.36 , the Supreme Court invalidated a state 

legislature law that provided elections for members of different religious groups on the grounds 

                                                           
33Supra 12 
34V.N. Shukla, Constitution of India, 131 (M.P. Singh, 4th ed., 2008 
35Supra 1  
36AIR 1953 SC 384 
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of distinct electorates. In D.P. Joshi v. State of Madhya Pradesh37, the Supreme Court held that a law 

discriminating on the basis of residence does not infringe Article 15 because the place of birth is 

different from the location of residence. The restriction provided for in Clause 2 shall apply only 

if the locations referred to in the Clause are either entirely or partially retained from State funds 

or devoted to the use of the general public. Clause (4) was added by the Constitution (First 

Amendment) Act, 1951 as a result of Supreme Court‟s decision in State of Madras v. Champakam 

Dorairajan38. In that case, the Court struck down the Madras Government‟s communal G.O. who 

had secured the percentage of learners from each group who could be admitted to the state 

medical and engineering colleges with the purpose of helping the backward classes. Although in 

Article 46 of the Constitution, the Directive Principle of State Policy stipulates that the State 

should promote with particular care the educational and economic interests of the weaker 

sections of the population and protect them from social injustice, the Court held that “the 

Directive Principles of State Policy have to conform to and run as subsidiary to the Chapter of 

Fundamental rights”. Now Clause (4) allows the State to make unique provisions for advancing 

socially and educationally backward citizenship classes or scheduled castes and scheduled tribes.39 

In M.R. Balaji v. State of Mysore40, it was held that a group of people‟s caste may not be sole or 

even predominant factor, although it may be an appropriate test to determine whether or not a 

specific class is a backward. According to Article 15(4), backwardness must be social and 

educational, and the ultimate outcome of poverty is social backwardness. In determining social 

backwardness, one‟s occupation and location of residence could be the other appropriate 

variables. The Court invalidated the backwardness test that was predominantly, if not exclusively, 

based on caste. In this situation, the validity of a Mysore Government Order reserving 68% of 

the seats in engineering and medical schools and other technical institutions was questioned in 

favor of backward groups including the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. Article 15 (4) 

was described by the Supreme Court as an exception to Article 15 (1). Reservations of 68% 

college seats were discovered to be clearly incompatible with Article 15 (4) of the Constitution. 

In the State of U.P. v. Pradeep Tandon41 , in admission to medical colleges in U.P. in favor of 

candidates from- (a) rural areas, (b) hill areas and (c) Uttarakhand area was challenged. The 

classification was based on geographical or territorial factors as the applicants from these fields 

were viewed by governments as socially and educationally backward groups of citizens. The 

Court maintained reservations for people from hill and Uttarakhand. It was discovered that in 

                                                           
37AIR 1955 SC 334 
38AIR 1951 SC 226. 
39Supra 1  
40AIR 1963 SC 649 
41AIR 1975 SC 563 
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the distant and sparsely populated regions, the lack of communication means, technical 

procedures and educational services held poor and illiterate individuals backward. Reserving 

seats for rural regions, however, was invalidated because the facts did no support the division of 

the individuals on the ground that the individuals in rural regions were poor and those in 

metropolitan regions were not. Furthermore, the rural population was heterogeneous and they 

were not at all backward in terms of education. The issue was again regarded in Jayasree v. State of 

Kerala42, where the Supreme Court was asked to determine whether the constitutional protection 

could be extended to an individual belonging to a backward group but the earnings of the family 

surpassed the prescribed limit of certain sum per year. The Court ruled that in determining a 

class of citizen‟s social backwardness, considering a caste of a group of people may not be 

meaningless. However, castes cannot be made the sole or dominant test as social backwardness 

resulting from poverty is likely to be exacerbated by caste factors. This shows the relevance of 

both caste and poverty in determining citizen‟s backwardness, but the determining social 

backwardness test cannot be either caste alone or poverty alone. Taking into account the validity 

of a complete reservation of 49.5% (22% for SCs and STs and 27% for SEBCs) in the case of 

the Mandal Commisssion43, the Court ruled that, in the absence of any exceptional scenario, the 

Court referred to a distant region whose population requires unique treatment to be brought into 

the mainstream. The Court proposed extreme caution and make a unique case for suck instances. 

The limit of 50% does not include those SEBC members who are chosen on their own merit. 

They have the right to be adjusted to the open category. However, the limit of 50% applies to all 

reservations, including those that may be made pursuant to Article 16(1) i.e., the reservation 

should not exceed a limit of 50%. But this restriction only applies to reservations, not 

exemptions, concessions and relaxations. For many situations pursuant to Article 15(4) and 

Article 16(4), therefore, a limit of 50% may not apply. For the application of the 50% rule a year 

should be considered as the unit and not, as the case may be the entire strength of the 

framework service or the unit. As long as this restriction is noted, it is permissible to carry 

forward rules. In this situation, the Court obviously ruled that Article 15(4) and Article 16(4) did 

not constitute an exception to clauses (1) and (2) of those articles or Article 14. Rather they are 

the means by which the right to equality enshrined in those articles is achieved. Article 16 of the 

Constitution deals with equal opportunities in public employment issues. It is incumbent on the 

clause stating that nothing in the article would stop States from making provision for reserving 

appointments or posts in favor of any backward class of people who, in the State‟s view, are not 

properly represented in the service under the State.   

                                                           
42AIR 1976 SC 2381 
43Indra Sawhney v. Union of India, 1992 Supp (3) SCC 217. 
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Justice Das indicated in the case of Gazula Dasaratha Rama Rao v. State of A.P.44: 

“Article 14 guarantees the general right of equality; Articles 15 and 16 are instances of the same in 

favor of citizens in some special circumstances. Article 15 is more general than Article 16; the latter being confined 

to matters does not mention descent as one of the prohibited grounds of discrimination as Article 16 does.” 

 

The Supreme Court had to adjudicate the validity of the carry forward law in Devadasan’s case45. 

The carry forward rule envisaged that, in one year 17½ per cent of posts would be reserved for 

Scheduled Castes/Tribes; if all reserved posts were not filled in one year due to the lack of 

suitable candidates from those classes, then the shortfall would be carried forward to the next 

year and added to that year‟s reserved quota, which could be done for the next two years. The 

result of the rule was that 29 of the 45 section officer‟s vacancies 29 of the 45 section officers 

vacancies went to the reserved quota in a year and only 16 posts were left to others. While 

applicants with low marks from the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes were appointed, 

applicants with greater marks from other classes were not chosen. In State of Kerala v. N.M. 

Thomas46, the Supreme Court held that it was permissible under Article 16(1) outside Article 16(4) 

to grant preferential treatment to Scheduled Castes/Tribes. The Court noted that Article 16(4) is 

not an exception to Article 16(1) in its nature. It is a facet of Article 16(1) which promotes and 

fosters the concept of equal opportunities with unique regard to a class of people 

underprivileged and deprived. Thus, as a facet of the equality doctrine enshrined in Article 14, 

Article 16(1) allows for sensible classification just as Article 14 does. The majority held that there 

was no exception to Article 16(4) to Article 16(1). Article 16(1) allows a sensible classification to 

ensure equal opportunities. In Ashok Kumar Thakur v. State of Bihar 47 , the Supreme Court 

evaluated as criteria for identifying the creamy layer the validity of unrealistically elevated rates of 

revenue or holdings of other conditions specified by the UP and Bihar legislatures. These terms 

were quashed as discriminatory by the Supreme Court. The Court held that there is no „link; to 

these circumstances laid down by the two States with the object to be attained. The criteria laid 

down by the two States for identifying the creamy layer is contrary to Article 16(4), entirely 

arbitrary, violative or Article 14, and to the law laid down by the Supreme Court in the case of 

mandal, where the Court held that a member of the All India Service should be considered as 

belonging to the “creamy layer” without anything else. 
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SUGGESTIONS & SOLUTIONS TO TAKLE THE ISSUE 

First, we need to realize that the reservation scheme only divides society that leads to 

discrimination and disputes between distinct segments as it is oppressive and is not based on 

casteism. It is, in fact, the opposite of a communal living.48 Currently, 15% of public employment 

and 15% of learners admitted to colleges must come from Scheduled Castes and there is a 

reservation of around 7.5% for Scheduled Tribes. In addition, state governments also pursue 

their own reservation strategies based on each state‟s population constitution, respectively. So 

almost, 50% of the seats are reserved. The plausible alternative to the reservation problem lies in 

enhancing the nation‟s educational infrastructure. Education should be made compulsory until 

the age of 1549, so it would be fair and universal to disseminate primary education. More funds 

should be allocated to this effect and there is an urgent need to revamp the whole system of 

teaching, learning and outdated administrative apparatus that hinders the nation‟s development 

rather than serving it. A review committee should be established under a government authority 

to submit annual reports, reviewing the execution of primary and secondary education resource 

distribution. If reservation benefits are provided, they should be limited to a maximum of two 

children per family regardless of the number of children in a family, which would help to 

regulate the population of OBCs, which would eventually lead to a reduction in their 

representation, giving way to the principle of equality50. This could be accomplished where only 

one generation of reservations can be expanded. A family that once used it should not be 

allowed to take advantage of it in the next generation as well. This would make it possible to 

phase out reservations51. Once an OBC is self-sufficient then relegate it from that category to the 

general category. His coming generations will then be called the general category. This will lead 

to the OBC‟s reduction.52 The root of the issue lies in the growing rural and urban gap, not in the 

demarcation of classifications. A general category person is experiencing the same as the OBC in 

a rural village of India. The alternative, therefore, is to bridge the gap between rural set-up and 

supplying all the fundamental services for them. This allows us to decrease energy concentration 

in a few hands and provide support for the weaker segment, i.e., the rural community. 53 

However, if it is considered necessary to implement a 27% reservation, it should be performed 

on the grounds of meeting the minimum mark requirements that each student has to secure, 
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regardless of caste or class. It should be admitted only after thorough consideration of the 

backward class candidate‟s caliber coupled with his qualification marks and sensible intelligence. 

In other words if qualification scores are, say, 90% for a particular category, then the 

qualification marks should be approximately 80% for the OBC applicant. This will stop academic 

norms from being diluted. Also, if the quota seats are not filled then the remaining seats should 

be opened to the general category after a specific lapse of time. This will avoid seat wastage.54 

IMAPCT OF RESERVATION 

From a different view, it is well known that literacy levels among the poor castes (especially the 

“Scheduled Caste”) are much smaller than average. What is less evident is why this contrast is so 

sharp and resilient, even if distinct castes share the same equipment for education. Economic 

deprivations among the poor castes help to clarify this trend, but even at a specified rate of 

revenue there is much proof of a case basis in literacy rates. There are several possible roots to 

this foundation. First, there is still some social influence in the traditional upper caste perspective 

that education is not suitable for the “lower” castes. This perspective is bound to decrease 

children‟s academic aspirations from the disadvantaged castes and their parental and social 

support in pursuit of these aspirations. Second, economic and other returns to education for 

distinct castes may differ in goals. For example, an upper caste boy with strong social links often 

has a better opportunity than a low caste boy with more or similar academic skills to find a well-

paid job. Third, the school system continues to discriminate against kids from poor castes. For 

example: educators who refuse to touch low-caste kids, kids from specific castes are the teacher‟s 

unique targets of verbal abuse and physical punishment, and low-caste kids are often beaten by 

high-caste classmates. Fourthly, in India‟s higher/top undergraduate and graduate schools, such 

as the IIT, the IIM, which are the world‟s most selective; it is not surprising that most 

reservation criteria are applied to these organizations at the entrance examination level. Some of 

the requirements for reserved classes are relaxed, while others are eliminated entirely. Examples 

include: the requirements for minimum high school marks for reserved seats are relaxed. For 

instance, IIT JEE directly offers admission to reserved category applicants scoring about 65% of 

the last admitted general category candidate. Candidates are given admission to a one-year 

preparatory course not meeting this cut off but scoring as low as half of this. For example, in 

AIIMS, SC/ST students are only eligible if they score 50%. But this is not compulsory for the 

Institute quota, and on one occasion the Honorable High Court of Delhi discovered that 

“AIIMS students, who had secured as low as 14% or 19% or 22% in the (all-India) entrance 
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exam were admitted to PG classes”. However, it is essential to note that the requirements needed 

to graduate from an institution are never relaxed; it is hard for the learners thus admitted to 

obtain pass marks to effectively emerge from the programs. The proportion of the learners who 

pass from the top schools is generally 87% to 95% (approx.) and most of those who fail are 

from the reserved categories. If students are in the same class of distinct academic levels (the 

student scoring 1st place and the student scoring the lowest rank), it will be hard for the teachers 

to go ahead in the same rhythm and speed in the school. Those from the backward and weaker 

segments will be the dropouts.55 

CONCLUSION 

The reservation problem stayed a source of dispute between the reserved parts of society and the 

unreserved sections. While the unreserved segments continue to oppose the provision, it is hardy 

known to the neediest sections within the reserved segments how to benefit from the provision, 

or even whether such clauses exist. On the contrary, in the name of reservation, the creamy layer 

between the same sections enjoys unique privileges and political factions support them in voting 

banks. There is no doubt that reservation is good, as far as it is a technique of suitable positive 

discrimination in favor of the downtrodden and economically backward sections of society, but 

when it tends to hurt society and guarantees privileges for some for tight political ends at the 

expense of others, as it is in the current form, it should be eliminated as quickly as possible.56 
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